
BAIT STATION

RISTORAT COMBI A single monitoring tool for 
rodents and insects

TAMPER RESISTANT BAIT STATION WITH ANCHORING PLUGS

AGAINST
House mouse (Mus musculus), Brown rat (Rattus norvegicus), 
Black rat (Rattus rattus), cockroaches

CHARACTERISTICS
RISTORATTM COMBI has been designed to offer a station able to 
satisfy all PCOs needs. It is at the same time a multifunctional and multi-
species station and a single monitoring tool for rodents and insects.
● Cover with snap closing and key opening: the two operations can

be performed easily with a single hand
● To  fix it at the structures you only need the two plugs (included)
● To install the station, it is possible to drill the surfaces without taking 

difficult measurements, simply using the station as a guise
● To fix it to a pole, you may use the special stainless steel band (not 

included)
● It is possible to remove the station with a simple and quick operation
● The rounded cover and its glossy finish help the clearing and avoid 

accumulation of dust.
It is available in two versions:
RISTORATTM COMBI BLACK cover, where the rodent can quietly 
assume the bait.
RISTORATTM COMBI TRANSPARENT cover, allowing to check the 
bait consume or the catch in the traps inside the station, without 
opening it and saving labour time

TECHNICAL INFO
MATERIAL
Polypropylene

DIMENSION
18X16X15 (h) cm

COLOR
Black - Trasparent

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CUSTOMIZATION

PRINTING COLOURS
white, yellow, ochre, blue or green (1 color printing)

PRINTING CLICHÈ
made by us according to specifications of the customer who 
will provide the logo (not by fax)
€ 100,00 (only the first time)

DELIVERY TIME
about 2 weeks + 2 weeks for the realization of the cliché 
(only the first time)

RISTORATTM COMBI BLACK

PACKAGING CODE

box with 12 pieces BST-A111

CUSTOMISED
box with 12 pieces
(minimum 216 pieces)

BST-A1111

RISTORATTM COMBI TRANSPARENT

PACKAGING CODE

box with 12 pieces BST-A112

CUSTOMISED
box with 12 pieces
(minimum 216 pieces)

BST-A1121
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RISTORAT COMBI
A SINGLE MONITORING TOOL FOR RODENTS AND INSECTS

Includes a removable bait container that may contains blox as well as loose baits.
The inner bait container is positioned at a higher level (2 cm) than the station base and 
the ramp driving the rodent to the bait has a edge that avoid that bait residues could 
been spread around.
The inner bait container can accomodate a special designed insect glue trap.

Simply remove the inner bait container and the transformation is done: the flat internal 
surface of the station can accomodate glue or snap traps for rodents and glue traps 
for insects.

RISTORATTM COMBI HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO OFFER A STATION ABLE TO SATISFY ALL PCOS NEEDS 
IT IS AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:

RISTORATTM COMBI BLACK COVER
where the rodent can quietly assume the bait.

RISTORATTM COMBI TRANSPARENT COVER
allowing to check the bait consume or the catch in the traps inside the station, without opening it and saving labour time 

RISTORATTM COMBI BAIT STATION RISTORATTM COMBI MONITORING STATION

A MULTIFUNCTIONAL
AND MULTI-SPECIES STATION

DESIGN PATENT PENDING
A SINGLE MONITORING 

TOOL FOR RODENTS AND INSECTS

Cover with snap closing and key 
opening: the two operations can be 
performed easily with a single hand

To  fix it at the structures you only need 
the two plugs (included)

To install the station, it is possible to drill 
the surfaces without taking difficult 
measurements, simply using the station 

To fix it to a pole, you may use the special 
stainless steel band (not included)

BAIT STATION
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